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Digital Art History at the Crossroads [x]

A digital Nachleben for Panofsky?

The title of this essay pays homage to one
of art history’s most influential texts, Erwin
Panofsky’s Hercules am Scheidewege.[1]
That book on – among other things – Hercules at the crossroads between virtue and
vice is considered by some as a “witness of
capital importance about 20th-century historiography of art and civilizations”. [2] It
marked the beginning of Panofsky’s successful academic career as the prime practitioner of iconographical scholarship, and
as Aby Warburg’s most influential follower.
There is more to it than the erudite
reference. In an interesting turn of events,
Panofsky’s heritage seems to be having an
afterlife, just like the classical myths whose
tortuous passage into humanist culture he
traced so deftly. Last year, an ambitious article set out to provide the analysis of huge
amounts of digital visual materials (Big Image Data) with an art historical framework.
The author resorted to the piece of Panofsky’s methodological writings that any student of the discipline has repeatedly
stumbled upon: his famous distinction
among pre-iconographic, iconographic and
iconological levels of interpretation for any
given image.[3]
Harald Klinke’s article in the second
issue of the International Journal for Digital
Art History took up this “proven model”, “a
three-stage general epistemology of visual
perception”, and built it as the top of a layer
model for the understanding of digital im-

ages as information.[4] Thus, he turned to
Panofskyan iconography, in search for art
historical grounding and ancestry. It comes
as no surprise: a number of early digital repositories of art historical information had
already taken up the method.[5] For instance, iconographic research tools such as
Henri van de Waal’s ICONCLASS or Princeton University’s Index of Christian Art
were transitioning into electronic tools as
early as 1990 and 1991, respectively.[6]
This renewed interest has an older
genealogy. In April 1968, the Metropolitan
Museum organized, with collaboration from
IBM, the conference Computers and their
potential application in museums. It was the
first DAH (Digital Art History) event ever, as
well as the fourth in a series organized by a
former student of Panofsky, Edmund A.
Bowles, who helped IBM to develop nothing
other than a promotion strategy addressed
at a potential new market for their mainframe computers: namely, cultural institutions.[7]
It is not my intention here to test this
genealogy, nor to claim a privileged usefulness for the iconographic method within
DAH. Both points seem worthy of more attention, in any case.[8] Rather, my first goal
is to offer a quick map of the current state
of the field, and to do so by describing the
metaphors and ideas that are being put forward to characterize DAH efforts. What are
the doubts, the disputes, and the agreements, at this moment? Secondly, and more
importantly, I also intend to provide some
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clues for the wanderer. Not so much about
his or her destination, but rather about how
to be best equipped for the walk beyond the
crossroads.[9]

On delays and gaps

Before beginning to chart the map, one may
wonder about timing, even if very briefly. At
a moment when art history faces the experiment of new disciplinary forms like visual
studies, Digital Humanities (DH) pose an added challenge to the field.[10] It has become
quite common to note the significant gap
between art history and other humanistic
branches of learning in the adoption of the
tools, methods and contents that characterize DH. When James Cuno, president of the
Getty Trust, titled a short opinion piece
“How art history is failing at the Internet”, he
was voicing an all-too-common concern
about art history’s “sluggish” embrace of
new, digital technologies.[11] Similar remarks from other scholars have highlighted
different aspects of this delay.[12]
A more positive evaluation is possible if we change the frame of reference, by
looking at the specificities of art historical
scholarship, rather than comparing it to other humanistic fields of enquiry. [13] In fact, digital-born versions of the different humanities’ disciplines have not proceeded along
the same paths.[14] Among other reasons,
because the technical possibilities of computing have not progressed at the same
pace for each field. [15] This acknowledgement opens the door to a more realistic approach to the situation. [16] From this perspective, claims on DAH’s alleged delay not
only lack a solid basis; they also misguide
newcomers and turn the criticism into a
self-fulfilling prophecy.[17] A deeper awareness about art historical methodological diversity should provide a better perspective
on the ways in which current practice builds
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on top of already-existing disciplinary developments, paying more attention to the continuities and not only to the ruptures.
The “digital turning point” mentioned
by Nuria Rodríguez or, to return to our leitmotiv, the crossroads, provides a fitting description of the situation.[18] There is no
need to cast doubt on the discipline’s adaptability in a changing environment of
practices, means and, should that come to
happen, goals.

Disciplinary debates

Obviously, all the above begs the question
about art history’s specificity. Attempting to
identify DAH’s promise and usefulness very
quickly leads to questions about the epistemological tenets of the entire discipline.
[19] The question about what art history is,
as a discipline, goes well beyond the scope
of this essay, of course. However, it is necessary to remind ourselves that reconsidering the disciplinary foundations is the difficult, crucial task that each generation is invited to carry out. The intersection of art
history and digital culture is just another –
excellent – occasion to do so in our time.
Otherwise, we risk ceasing to provide a useful contribution to our societies’ intellectual
enrichment.
So far, most explanations about that
intersection have pointed out two existing
approaches. Johanna Drucker expressed it
very clearly in 2013: “a clear distinction has
to be made between the use of online repositories and images, which is digitized
art history, and the use of analytic techniques enabled by computational technology that is the proper domain of digital art
history”.[20] Thus, on the one hand, we
would have art-history-done-with-digital-tools, a paradigm of (vastly improved) access but no disciplinary transformation. On
the other, DAH, the promise of something
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else, a different, digital-born set of tasks,
questions and methods.
Until now, academic response to this
second option has been hopeful and skeptical. Even conceding that such transformative practices are very likely to arrive, they
still seem slightly remote. Again, Drucker
explains it most forcefully: “I am not sure
that there is anything like a ‘digital art historian’ at this point. […] The humanities, and
art history, may not be changed substantially at this point by being ‘digital’ – and
maybe that is just fine”. [21] Currently, digital
art history (understood as new research
concepts, fully shaped by digital culture) is
still scarce; at least, when compared to digitized art history (understood as digital
tools in the service of traditional questions),
that is thriving, instead.[22]
In the end, it makes no sense to expect a complete substitution or transfer
between either trend, or the disappearance
of one or the other. There is and there will
be coexistence, hybridization and mutual influence. A whole array of possibilities, some
of them still unimagined, remain open in
front of us. At some point, the “digital” will
cease to be new and differential, as already
seen in other fields.[23] There might be just
another methodology or sub-discipline, distinct yet related and complementary to the
rest; or a broader scenario of evolution towards even greater interdisciplinarity.
This leads back to the invocation of
the foundations, as suggested by Zorich:
“Art historians might revisit a strategy commonly used in the early days of the discipline, when the field’s greatest thinkers explored interdisciplinary approaches and adapted them to art historical pursuits”. [24] By
name, tradition and vocation, art history is
interdisciplinary. Computer scientists are
just the last guests to an ongoing banquet
where many and diverse diners have taken
their share and enriched the conversation,
too.
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In this regard, art historians (and other researchers in the humanities) are in urgent
need of overcoming what Murtha Baca aptly
named “the Saint Augustine syndrome” [25]:
our traditional self-understanding as lonely
intellectuals, toiling in our minutely crafted
texts through years of erudite work in isolation. Teamwork, collaboration with ICT scientists, and opportunities for “bilingual”
scholars trained in both fields, are already
an obligation for any forward-looking effort
in art historical research, although it is too
soon to learn which paths will lead further.
[26]

Striking a balance between daring
experimentation and banal “discoveries”
might be one of the most important challenges ahead. Avoiding these dangers requires serious art historical training and demanding scholarly standards, in order to
keep the conversation a true symposion
and not just talk over dinner.[27] In a frontal
criticism of what she perceives as the flaws
of DAH, Claire Bishop has pointed out to an
alleged oblivion of interpretation in favor of
expanded coverage. As she puts it, “computational metrics can help aggregate data
and indicate patterns, but they struggle to
explain causality, which in the humanities is
always a question of interpretation”.[28]
As will be seen later, the issue of
DAH’s alleged minimal interest for interpretive purposes is connected to qualitative and
quantitative methods; more exactly, to their
possibilities and limitations. By now, I want
to draw attention to the fact that interpretation is always built into any computational
analysis of art historical data. Knowingly or
not, any digital resource or tool already incorporates a set of assumptions about what
is worth looking for, in any given dataset.
Gigapixel art images, for instance, are not
merely mechanical applications of a hugely
improved imaging technology; they depend,
for instance, on the assumption that a close
analysis of painting surface, materials and
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brushwork reveals meaningful information
to a viewer, who can in turn connect it to a
broader understanding of the artist’s oeuvre.
The "crucial recognition that digitization is not representation but interpretation"
is a tenet for the creation or use of any digital resource in the humanities. [29] Theorists
and (most) practitioners of DAH are very
much aware of this principle, but its importance cannot be stressed enough. [30] Otherwise, any research is doomed to naïve
blindness about its own implications and
presuppositions, to an immediate acceptance of unexamined “findings”, purportedly
backed up by scientific and technological
innovations.[31]
Asking good questions matters
much more than the available technology,
just like epistemological awareness must
accompany its use. There is consensus on
this issue, as expressed by Klinke: “art-historical research should not be driven by the
promises of information technology, but by
its very own epistemic goals. Digital Art History should therefore not ask what to do
with all those images, rather start with what
we want to find out, and then ask how computers can assist us in this task”.[32] Nonetheless, it is also true that some questions
are not even asked if answering them
seems completely out of reach. Consciously
or not, we tend to limit our questions only to
those having a reasonable expectation of
being answered. Indisputably, DAH is
broadening the scope of those enquiries:
“data visualizations can trigger a suite of
possible solutions and questions as well as
answers.”[33]
Recognizing the priority of questions
over technologies amounts to acknowledging that at the beginning and the end of
research, what makes the difference is the
human interpreter, not the machine. Which
leads me to a last disciplinary issue. If epistemological and sociocultural unawareness
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are to be avoided (and truly so), what follows might naturally be the call for “a wellarticulated, systematic, programmatic critical discourse that goes beyond a mere description of what currently exists”, [34] or for
an engagement “in public and proactive debate to discover the most appropriate computational tools and analytical techniques”
for DAH.[35]
This debate is, by all means, a necessary one, and definitely worth the time
spent on it. In fact, it has been very fruitful
since at least a decade, as attested by the
references quoted in this essay, and many
others. Here, however, one could very well
return to Panofsky, and his well-known assertion that “the discussion of methods
spoils their application”.[36] There is much
to learn and reflect upon, in all these discussions; but they should not stop new undertakings. Waiting for the appearance of a disciplinary consensus, or claiming for the
need of such an agreement, overlooks the
fact that disciplines rarely (if ever) are the
orderly result of a previous planning. They
can be the unexpected, detached, disputed
and precious offspring of unaware, or even
embarrassed, parents.
It is impossible to plan such a development.[37] The real location will always be
much messier than the map, including the
one drafted here so far. It is essential to understand the different concepts being put
forward, and hence the need for critical discourse. Any discipline can benefit greatly
from foresight, advocacy, and institutional
support. Ideally, technological experimentation and sound intellectual debate should
go hand in hand. In the end, though, things
could more likely come as wished by CR
Johnson: “my sense is not to try and predict
– but get the data there and then we will see
what happens – things I can’t even guess
now!”[38]
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Practical concerns

Even after the researcher decides to get the
data out and “see what happens”, giving
some consideration to the opportunities and
pitfalls that lie ahead of the crossroads will
be a great help. I provide here some such
reflections; first from intellectual and methodological perspectives, and then from institutional and professional angles.
Dealing with missing and ambiguous
data is an important challenge. Lacunae in
historical sources are much harder to discern in compiled texts than in data visualizations. The former are always selective in
the choice of relevant data; therefore, lack
of specific sources can be better overlooked as long as the general discourse can
still hold together a forceful argument. The
latter, however, rely most times on visualizing a continuum stream of data.[39] Breaks
in that continuity offer both challenges and
opportunities for researchers and visualization specialists.[40] The same happens for
entities that had unstable characterizations
or terminology: mapping them into current
data fields or our controlled vocabularies
risks distorting their original, ambiguous
specificity.[41] We need to develop ways to
incorporate hypotheses, interpolations, reconstructions, and make our users aware of
those additions’ constructed nature.
As more and more digital information
is generated and published online, the huge
disparities in data formats and records’
structures pose new challenges. The possibility to query multiple databases from a
unified interface increases greatly the reach
of our questions, but it also requires interoperability standards that allow one to map
data between different formats and
schemes. Many prefer an approach that relies on encoding information, structuring it
with highly curated and specialized
metadata.[42] The elaboration and efficient
usage of information standards entail in-
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tensive human labor, as well as extended
institutional commitments that usually become lengthy and costly.
These practical difficulties have led
others to become wary of structured information,[43] and rely on more recent approaches, such as artificial intelligence,
deep learning or semantic web applications.
Querying repositories that hold massive
amounts of information through full-text or
image-matching searches has become
much more effective in the last decade. If
the repositories are large enough and
search refining technologies are properly
applied, results can be very informative and
open up new, unexpected associations. A
careful consideration of each specific situation should help us to decide which way to
go, or how to integrate both structured and
unstructured approaches.
Another split to take into account is
the one between quantitative and qualitative
methods. The latter have traditionally been
the very center of art historical work, trying
to elucidate aesthetic or intellectual value
through widely differing methods, but none
that included quantification of properties.
From a historical point of view, however,
other kinds of information admit parameterization, which in turn admits computational
processing. This allowed Drucker to assert
that “for the most part, data mining in art
history depends on the processing of textual material, so it is particularly suited to analyzing the discourses of art history, rather
than its objects”.[44] Having the ability to establish networks of concepts and terms,
linking them to geographical and chronological developments, can be very helpful in
assessing the evolution of aesthetic ideas or
artistic practices as registered in written
texts.
It is important, on the other hand,
not to stray away from hermeneutical caution and experience. In many cases, those
changes in terminology or critical apprecia-
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tion have already been deeply researched
by traditional scholarship, and newer, automated studies have only served to reinforce
what was accepted by that time as a consensus among the specialists. Moreover,
Drucker’s emphasis on texts was understandable for 2013, but not for current and
future developments. Today, massive analysis of images is much more developed, allowing for studies similar in reach to those
performed on texts.
Results from quantitative methods
are more useful in tracking down general
trends, rather than singular features or exceptional individuals, the topics that traditionally formed the core business of humanistic disciplines. Drawing new attention towards other subjects that had been overlooked can in itself offer chances for valuable contributions, and a more inclusive art
history.[45] In Kohle’s words, “Databases
produce a decanonizing effect”.[46] On the
other hand, the usage of massive textual
sources can give credibility to often-repeated but factually wrong affirmations.
Misguided connections and metaphors
might receive a scientific, statistical grounding, an aura of objectivity and truth, making
things even worse by perpetuating legends
and clichés instead of rigorous fact checking. In this scenario, DAH would just reinforce “uncritical assumptions about the intrinsic value of statistics” and the “subordination of human activity to metric
evaluation”, according to Bishop.[47]
These criticisms point to a possible
but – in my opinion – unlikely danger. No
one is advocating digital technologies as an
objective, unmediated methodology in the
humanities. They are intended as an addition, not a substitute. [48] Human validation
and analysis remain necessary after all the
digital aids have provided their output.[49] In
fact, with help from digital tools the expert
can devote less time to the search of documentation and more effort to the tasks
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where we humans work at our best: judgment, interpretation, evaluation. New hypotheses, new questions can be proposed to
researchers, but answering them still requires a qualitative input that no machine
can provide.
The comparison between close and
distant viewing provides a fitting translation
of the just-mentioned differences between
qualitative versus quantitative approaches.
As summarized by Klinke, “‘Close viewing’
describes the study of individual reproductions of artworks. In the same vein, ‘distant
viewing’ describes what algorithms are increasingly able to offer: examining an infinite number of images at once and deriving
meta information from that corpus of images.”[50] A qualitative, micro, value-based
approach and a quantitative, distant, datadriven contextualization complement each
other.[51] The technologies behind massive
visual recognition are in their early developing stages and, while already useful, they
still offer ample room for improvement.
However, they will never replace human interpretation. Cultural complexity operates at
many levels that seem impossible for computers to grasp. Visual connotations and literary references can be very subtle, yet
(precisely because of that) so powerful at
the same time, as in Daniel Coves re-elaboration of Vermeer’s classic (see fig. 1 and
2). It is only normal if computers fail to find
these kinds of connections; but why not
have them attempt to do so, just in case
some new relationships do appear, and can
then be subject to rigorous analysis.
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Fig. 1: Daniel Coves; Net no. 3; 2012; oil on canvas
mounted in metal case; 126 x 126 cm; Valencia, Fundación Mainel. (© Daniel Coves)

Fig. 2: Jan Vermeer; Girl Reading a Letter; (image
taken from https://flic.kr/p/dnEBWH, under CC license
2.0)
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From an organizational perspective, DAH is
slowly moving from a scenario of projects
to another one of institutions, having sustainability and permanence as their ultimate
goals. We have gone through more than 30
years of disconnected proofs-of-concept,
one-off data collecting experiments, discontinued efforts, ever-growing varieties of data
formats, unstoppable change in operating
systems, software solutions, information
standards, etc.[52] Competitive funding has
been available, but always on an unstable
and short-term basis. This has involved the
disbandment of trained teams just when
their learning process was yielding their
best results. In many cases, the outcomes
have been digital, interactive iterations of
the traditional products of art historical research: the monograph and the catalogue.
Most often, interesting, arduous and wellmeaning projects were conceived as ends
in themselves, as demonstrations, rather
than building blocks for larger information
systems.
Institutions, instead, comprise a variety of settings that go well beyond a single
commission or a grant-funded undertaking.
They might be endowed chairs, professorships, centers or even departments, within
universities; DAH specialized staff within interdisciplinary DH centers; stable teams
within research institutes; digital centers or
departments within museums; special interest groups within professional associations; and so on. This is not only a matter
of financial stability, important as that is. It
is also about a focus on sustainability, interoperability, common standards, open access and shared resources. For instance,
museums are increasingly expected to offer
as much information as possible: not just
high-resolution images, but also conservation notes, technical analyses, research
publications, provenance and other historical information, metadata associated to the
digital resources themselves... Public fund-
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ing agencies push to make research results
readily available through open access
frameworks. Research institutions are requested to think ahead and implement data
management plans, develop models for migration, foster partnerships with libraries
and archives, promote resources produced
across institutions, etc.[53]
Again, a total abandonment of projects and a proliferation of institutions is not
to be expected. Both schemes will continue
to play important roles in DAH, although the
current predominance of the former over the
latter should come to be reversed in a notso-distant future. For this to happen, professional development and career opportunities must be put in place. What kind of
profile should these specialists bring to
bear?
An ideal profile combines training
and/or expertise in both fields, art history
and computing. Dual experts, with comprehensive knowledge in the two disciplinary
environments, can and will make relevant
contributions. Moreover, they will help to
raise awareness about their relevance as
full-fledged scholars, not mere technical assistants.[54] It must also be acknowledged,
though, that those profiles may be scarce
and hard to find. Mastering two such differing areas of knowledge is really demanding,
even if only at an undergraduate level, never
mention in advanced degrees.
A more common career might be
that of “the translator — the person able to
mediate between the art historian and the
computer scientist”.[55] This professional
will come from one field, but will also have
enough knowledge of the other to start and
facilitate interdisciplinary exchanges. (Some
mediation skills would also help a great
deal.) On the other hand, markedly disciplinary settings will not easily integrate such a
liminal profile. Moreover, these tasks can
easily fall on the shoulders of junior staff
(graduate students, IT specialists, young as-
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sistants), paradoxically downplaying their
importance. They deserve proper recognition and a clear integration into the general
workforce.
As always, education is the best
strategy. DAH training should become
standard as soon as possible, on a variety
of settings: as an introduction to digital
tools and methods for graduate students in
the humanities; as independent certificate
programs; as mentoring for specific projects; as interdisciplinary courses, offered
(jointly or separately) for art history and
computing students, etc.[56]
One may imagine computer scientists and their students to be very distant
from arts and humanities research. We art
historians, seen from the IT side, probably
look just as far-off.[57] The burgeoning
amount of DAH literature, and the interdisciplinary collaborations behind it, belie
those impressions. From our side, greater
self-confidence about our discipline’s value
is a first step. Facing the ever-growing importance of visuality in contemporary culture, we should not fail to make the case for
our ability to analyze and interpret images,
and to do so in a flexible and engaging
manner.[58]

Speaking our ways forward

The ways to carry out those tasks I just
mentioned will be as diverse as always. Instead of pointing to a single (and very unlikely) best road, I have preferred to linger
on the crossroads for some more time.
From the previous theoretical and practical
considerations stems the conviction that no
particular agenda could shape DAH’s next
steps. In this scenario, computational tools
are a very relevant factor, but not the central
one. Revolutionary technologies are useless
if applied uncritically, or for their own sake.
[59] A better art history, including DAH, re-
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quires a greater self-awareness, a deeper
knowledge of the discipline’s history, as
well as the attention to contemporary issues
that provide the chance to keep it intellectually relevant. Art historians, and interdisciplinary scholars who to some degree participate in the same methods and interests,
have the responsibility to get involved in the
digital development of the discipline. As
Pamela Fletcher so fittingly recapitulates,
“Technological change, as many are quick
to warn, may well be inevitable, but the development of an intellectually generative digital art history is up to us”.[60]
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Abstract
Information and Communications Technologies,
and more specifically online digital media, are
revolutionizing the ways to produce and disseminate scientific knowledge. Humanities and social sciences -art history among them- are not
alien to this process. The new challenges and
opportunities have already generated a body of
thinking and abundant case studies. Many of
these applications have been exploratory, disconnected, and short-lived, but nonetheless
very stimulating. This essay offers a report on
the state of the conversation: a meeting at the
crossroads, briefly outlining debates, agreements and disagreements, (dis)continuities with
the broader framework of the discipline, and future perspectives.
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